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Strikingly seductive

The ACH130’s alluring presence is unmistakable, 
right from your first encounter. Striking and assertive, 
its charisma draws you in. As enjoyable to ride in 
as it is to pilot, and with an interior that complements 
its impressive performance, this helicopter strikes 
the perfect balance between power and elegance. 



Sensuous styling

As a design statement, 
the ACH130 embodies simplicity. 
Fluid lines give it a dynamic 
and contemporary profile: a powerful 
look accentuated by light and glass 
and the latest evolution 
of the Fenestron®.  

The single 
engine
reference in
performance 
and style



Enjoy a spectacular view.
The ACH130 comes 
with a comfortable 
raised platform at the rear, 
for an unforgettable 
journey.



Keep your trips 
low-profile.

With its shrouded tail rotor 
and auto-variable speed, 
you’ll make subdued approaches 
and landings—so the attention 
you get is the head-turning kind.



Enthralling inside and out, 
granting you both freedom 
and control, the ACH130 
is the perfect companion 
to the most exciting of lifestyles.



Invite guests 
for the weekend. 
With its Fenestron® 
tail rotor, safety 
on the tarmac 
is the first step 
to an unforgettable 
getaway. 



Take your guests 
on vacation in style. 
With up to 6 forward-facing 
seats and luxurious cabin 
accents, you’re giving them 
a rare joy—and it’s 
pretty nice up front, too. 

A world of 
possibilities



Ceiling-to-floor cockpit 
windows bathe the cabin 
in light and spectacular sights, 
wherever you’re seated.





Stylence® by ACH offers a fresh 
and elegant atmosphere. In addition 
to the leather’s punched and smooth treatment, 
finishing touches receive special attention. 

An attractively designed cabin feels right.
The ultimate expression of this is Stylence® by ACH. 



Elegant in flight or at rest, 
the ACH130’s refined aesthetic 
shows the skill of Airbus’ Design 
Team.

The sports cars inspired interior 
has the air of confidence 
and quality you expect of an ACH. 

And its understated 
composure
is ever-present, 
whether you decide 
to take the controls 
or take the back seat. 





Tailored 
for you

By appointment only. 
Customise your cabin 
with materials that transport you.
Invent a paint scheme. 
This one’s yours to play with.

Anything can be enhanced. 
Even things that are already top class.  

This is your chance 
to make your vision a reality.
To influence every detail and ensure 
your helicopter serves as an effortless 
extension of your life. 



Join an exclusive club. 
Advanced technology, tailored support, 
and performance to spare—all wrapped up 
in one competitive light package. 

Flying by helicopter means you have a clear objective. 

All the more reason to have an interior that lets you concentrate 
on the essentials by giving you quick access to all 
the information you need while you’re at the controls. 



Effortless yet exhilarating 

Beneath the ACH130’s sleek exterior sits a powerful engine.
One engineered to deliver a surge of thrilling power to awaken your senses. 



Welcome to the family. 
Proven engineering, performance 
and security—your ACH130 
comes from a pedigreed clan, 
with 10% more power and lower 
fuel consumption.



Up to seven 
passengers
Maximum endurance:

4 h 00 min
Maximum cruise speed:

130 kts



Important 
to you, 
essential 
to us

Every ACH helicopter is unique. 
They are as unique as each 
of our international customers, distinct, 
discriminating with superlative standards.

Owning an ACH helicopter is a great responsibility – and we feel 
the same responsibility towards our customers. After all, striving 
for helicopter perfection includes striving for service perfection too.



1.  Download the Ubleam app 
on your mobile

2. Scan the “bleam”

3. Discover a new world
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